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Design needs personality. Gem collection is based 
on the elegant and smoothly lacquered organic pearls 
creating various tables. We used those shapes to create 
three seating objects. A pouf, a stool and a bench.

Already familiar with the floating tabletops, there are 
now soft seating elements floating on the gems.

The new models are wonderful complements for the 
interiors.
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MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Structure composite : Menthol Chrome, High gloss light grey, 
High gloss Champagne, High gloss Black

COLORS

Base:

VARIANTS AND SIZES The German designer Sebastian Herkner, born 
1981, studied Product Design at HfG Offenbach 
University of Art and Design. Designing objects 
and furniture, he honed his keen sense for 
materials, colors and textures. After working for 
Stella McCartney in London, Sebastian Herkner 
founded his own studio in 2006 and he has 
designed furniture, lamps and smaller items for 
manufacturers.
An unconditional love for traditional craftsmanship 
paired with a good feel for new technologies, a true 
flair for color, authentic materials and textures, an 
unadulterated curiosity for different cultures, these 
are the characteristics of Sebastian Herkner’s work, 
from objects and furniture creation to interior 
architecture projects.
His works have won numerous prizes. 
Maison&Objet Paris has also elected him 2019 
“Designer of the Year”.

La Manufacture is a brand where design and 
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne 
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian 
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle 
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international 
designers. Each collection will highlight world-
class craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and 
enduring quality.
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Size: Ø340xH450mm
13”25/64xH17”23/32

Size: Ø340xH650mm
Ø13”25/64xH25”19/32

Size: W1480xD340xH450mm
W58”17/64xD13”25/64xH17”23/32

Fabric (suggested colors)


